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The CIRCUS Practice
By Carlotta

At the first rehearsal, I was so excited. We 
went through all the lines. I did not know all 
my lines. But at the first rehearsal, I had soo
many lines! I had to practice the lines a lot of 
times! I had like 60 lines! It was a lot. So we 
had to sit in a circle and there were lots of 
people. There was Carlotta, Blanka, Cerry, 
Sami, Daniel, Gianna, Marsha, Mateo and 
Simon and Iots of others. Next, we didn’t 
have lots of time. We tried to do it fast but 
we couldn’t. Ms.Heidi said “it’s time to go”. I 
had very much fun. The funnest was when I 
was arguing with professor zigfle. 
This story is important because I want people 
to know that being in a production is really 
fun. 1



I like Soccer and baseball.

I played with my friends.
We played on the soccer 
field. It was so fun. 

Soccer and 
Baseball

By Chang Hyeong
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It was the variety show rehearsal 
before lunch at NIS (Nanjing 
international school). I forgot to take 
my rubix cube because I didn’t 
know today was the rehearsal (well, 
it’s long time ago). So, I asked Ms. 
shemo “Can you send my mom a 
message and tell/ ask her to send a 
cube? 

Next, my mom sent my rubix cube to Ms.Shemo and she gave 
me my rubix cube, and Ms.Heidi took me to P,A,C,P (Performing 
Art Center PAC). At last, I came out of P,A,C,P, but I was late for 
the swimming class! Ms.Shemo was surprised to see me in 
classroom and we ran to the pool! 
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When I played soccer in the field! By Dohoon
In the break time we played soccer on 
the soccer field with Eunseong, Doyun, 
Jiwan, Jiseong, changhyeong and 
Taegyeong to played soccer. For 20 
minutes ago Eunseong said “there has 
no rool! ”And the golly can just use 
their hands to touch the ball. So I got a 
ball and ran far away in the away in the 
soccer field. Then Doyun ran and 
caught me. Then Doyun got the ball 
and passed it to Eunseong. Then 
Eunseong made an air shot. And the 
ball went far away. I ran fast and I got 
the ball and passed it to changhyeong. 
Then changhyeong scored in to 
another team’s goal so we got 1 point. 

This story is important because I made this 
book.
Then Kavel came and played together. 
When we played soccer the bell rang. But it 
was another school bell! But all friends went 
away, just except Jiwan, Kavel, Eunseong 
and Doyun. So we played soccer just little 
bit. Then bell rang in my NIS! Bell! Then we 
came back in class room and we looked 
watch and we looked with Eunseong how 
many we walked. Then I walked 15083 and 
Eunseong walked 13743 we plus all 
together and it was 28826 all together      
and we high five. 5



The last day of school

The
classroom The Theater

By Elena

First I woke up and then I chose my clothes that was boring but then I 
RUSHED to school. I thought that I would be late for the showcase but I 
wasn’t, I was just  in time. The show was great but I was happy and sad. The 
happy part was that I could take my work home but the sad part was that I 
didn’t want to go. I was SOOOOO sad that I wanted to have a school play 
date and a sleepover but I couldn’t. I hope that I can have another great year 
and I hope my friends can too. 
I want you to know that you should not waste your time, if you do you do          
not get what you want. 6



This story is important 
because friends are very 
important. 

Spiderweb
By Eunseong

I want to play at the spiderweb. With my friends and I see my big 
brother. I played for a little while. And I came to the spiderweb. Then 
there were no my friends. I was sad. And I went to the soccer field. And 
there were many friends. And I am happy. I played soccer with my 
friends. I played with Doohoon, Jiwan, Changhyeong and 2B friends I 
like soccer. Because I like running and kicking. I like soccer. I am happy. I 
want to play with Mr. Lee. 
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Frog 
in 
the 
swi
mmi
ng 
pool
! 
 
 
 
 

By 
HAN
NAH

“On
e 
day 
in 
the 
NIS 
swi
mmi
ng 
pool
, I 
saw 
a 
frog! 
It 
was 
very 
weir
d, 
but 
it 
reall
y 
hap
pen
ed 
whe
n I 
got 
out 
of 
choi
r.Th
ere 
was 
no 
one 
in 
the 
swi
mmi
ng 
pool 
. It 
was  
disg
usti
ng.”

Frog in the swimming pool 

By HANAH 

One day in the NIS Swimming pool we 
saw a frog. It was very weird, but it really 
happened when I got out of Choir. There 
was no one in the swimming pool. I saw 
the frog outside of the glass. It was 
disgusting. The frog bounced around and 
splashed in the water. 

In the morning we didn’t see anything in 
the swimming pool. The couches had 
taken it out. I wonder how the frog came 
in? 

Perhaps the frog had got into a cup,and 
the couch taken it out. I didn’t see any 
frog in the swimming pool.

I didn’t see any frog in after that day. 8



By jiwan
Spiderweb

I write all about the spider web. I like the 
spider web but I hate spider web. I like foot 
ball and my friends like it too, but I like 
zombi game more than spider web and foot 
ball. 

I went to the spider web I climbed in a spider web 
but there are no friends. Then I went to another play 
ground and there the children were playing there but 
my friend was playing another game and I play other 
game with my friends. It was fun to play with my 
friends outside. I like to play in the playground. 

Many people play in a spiderweb. There are 
small people and big people, the people are in 
a line 13 people is in a line it has many people 
play in a spiderweb. I like spiderweb a little bit 
but I like foot ball. It was fun in the playground 
I like food ball. 
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When our iPad was not
working
By Kavel 

When our iPad didn’t work!!!!!!!
This story is very interesting and exciting to read because it has exciting 
words and interesting words. 

One day, I was doing my iPad work but then our iPad stopped working. We had to 
do writing. Some times Ms.Shemo reads with some people. Everybody likes 
writing and reading books, It’s fun. We do a lot of writing but not that much 
reading. Everyone knows how to read a book, and everyone knows how to write a 
book. When our iPad didn’t work, then It sounded like an exciting story to me. 
This sounded like an interesting story, because if our iPad didn’t work and there 
was nothing else that we could work on how will we learn? We were sad because 
our iPad was not working. The story is interesting because it’s interesting to see if 
you can’t do your iPad work you can do other things like writing and reading. 10



by Miranda

I play tag with my friend Hannah. I’m tagging Hannah and I can’t find 
her. I’m looking for Hannah. I went to find Hannah near bamboo forest. 
I couldn’t find Hannah and then I saw that she was near the spider 
web. I tagged her and the bell rang. I feel happy because I found her. 
You can have fun with your friend during play time. 11
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Exciting stories of me!
By Ryder

One day, Sam, Sky and I went into the base we 
found yesterday. Carrlotta, Eleana, Stella and the 
other girls were playing. They let us go to a new 
base. We got our cardboards and sticks and went 
to the old base. We put the cardboard and sticks 
under a bush and we found a tree to sharpen the 
cardboards and a stone to smooth the sticks. We 
found a place to put the good things we have. Then 
we went to play. We saw a good cardboard it 
looked like a feibiao an axe and a sword. It had  
cool patterns and beside it was a taoci and it had 
broken from the floor. When break was over, Sam 
kept the taoci in his locker. There are lots of 
Beautiful things in Sam’s locker.

We played dinosaurs one day and I thought I 
was Legend Laser dinosaur, Miranda thought 
she was Fairy dinosaur, Hannah thought she 
was Unicorn dinosaur, Sam thought he was 
Lighting dinosaur. My power is laser, Sam’s 
power is poison, Hannah and Miranda’s power 
is god. I went to finish the battle. Sam went to 
battle, Hannah went to fish on ship. Miranda 
went to jump prize. We have a great time at 
break.
I wrote this book because everyone is equal.
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One day Brady, Ryder and I are playing on the field near 
the soccer net. We are playing Ultra man. We were running 
and playing tag Brady’s friends want to play with Ryder say: 
let’s Rock, Scissors, paper, shoot. Ryder and I win. Finally I 
played with Ryder and Brady played with his friend.      
Brady and his friend are happy. Ryder and I am happy. 

Brady, Ryder and I play ultraman 
BY Sam Li
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About 2A

2

A class room.

Read and write.

by Seungje. At Nis in 2A  we have Library, PE, 
swimming and other things are 
same with k2. But some are 
different. When you angry you can 
cool down in cool down room. In 
2A we can read and write. We 
have choise time too. And we have 
things called Red Log Book. Red 
Book is a thing that you read a 
book and write it. And we have PA 
too.
You can learn about 2A.
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This Year NIS will have a show “The Circus”. There is Oggie Doggy, Python, Strongman, 
Lion... 2A,2B,3A,3B... will play in that show. It is very fun and the stage will look like a 
tent, and there will be a carpet in the tent for students to sit on. When we come in 
we sing the song ‘welcome to the greatest show on earth’. Then we will sit on the 
carpet. When we finish the song G2 will be the Oggie Doggy. After some students do 
something then we sing another song ‘It’s a dogs life’. I am exited to perform in the 
show because it has interesting actions. The Oggie Doggy has a lot of fleas and we 
need the jiggle ourselves so that the fleas will come out! The knife thrower, he throws 
8 knives on one person’s body because there is too many fleas in his body. If you want 
to see this show you can come and see it too! I think the show will be fun and    
exciting. At NIS we have fun showcases that people can watch.

The Circus 
by Sky
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Pumpkin Drawing By Stella 
I drew a Pumpkin when I coloured the pumpkin it was Beautifully colored 

, , , , when I looked at it . It looks beautiful. I 
drew my pumpkin with black lines it looked Beautiful. I drew a pumpkin for 
my friends Carlotta and Elena .They liked the pumpkin. 

We can draw at NIS 

Bad pumpkin

Keen pumpkin

Water pumpkin

Air pumpkin

Plant pumpkin
17



My name is Kavel. My family name is Goel. I am 7 years old. I 
am from India. I was born in Dubai. I like soccer. I am very fast 
at running. I came to China in 2018. The tittle of my story is 
‘When Our iPad Didn’t Work!!!!! If your iPad is not working, 
then you should turn it off or your iPad can burst.

My name is Hannah. I am from China. I have been to NIS 
since 2017. I like roller coasters and ice-cream. I also like 
Reading and Writing I like traveling to different countries. The 
title of my book is “Frog in the swimming pool”. I made this 
story because it was a funny story!!! 

My Name is Elena Tomaz Mezaros. My Nationality is 
Brazilian. I was Barn in Germany. My age when I wrote this 
story was 7. The Tittle of my book is ‘The last Day of school’. 
This story was made in 2020-11-8. The message of this story 
is that you should use your time properly. This story was 
made because I want the readers to have an idea of how the 
last day of school would be like.

My name is Chanwoong. I have only lived in Korea and China! 
My birthday is in September 11th. I am 10 in Korean age and 
8 in USA. I came to NIS during 2019 year’s Halloween party. I 
am born in Korea. For now, I like to play with LEGO. The title 
of my book is ‘Variety show rehearsal’ and ‘My Halloween 
Party’. There’s no reason why I wanted to write this book, I 
just got an idea and written it.

My name is Seungje. I’m 10 years old. I’m from Korea. My 
birthday is December 7. I like monsters, animals, bugs. My 
book is about 2A. I wrote this story because I want to share 
about 2A. The story is about things we do in 2A.

My name is Sky. I am from China. I am a boy. I like cars and 
LEGO. I came to NIS for 2 years. My story is about the circus. 
The story is about the characters in the circus. I made this 
book in 2020-11-8.

My name is Reginald Battye. I was 8 years old when I made 
this book. I am from the UK. I was born in China. This book 
was made in China 8/11/2021. This book is a non-fiction 
book. My book is based on My Second First Day of School. 
The tittle of my book is My Second First Day of School.

My name is Sam. I’m 7 years old. I’m from China. I’m living in 
Nanjing. I like play Minecraft because it’s very funny. My best 
friend is Brady. He is a student in 2B. We play together every 
day. I like school.

My name is Eunseong Kim. My Birthday is November 12. I am 
10 years old. I come from Korea. I like running because 
running makes me happy. The tittle of my story is the 
Spiderweb. My story is about the Spiderweb because I like to 
climb spiderweb.

My name is Miranda I am seven years old l am from China. 
l wrote it because I like playing tag.💐

My Name is STELLA and my Birthday is on March the 15th. I 
like little kids if they are smaller than me😻. I am born in 
Shanghai then I went to Germany.

My name is Chang Hyeong. I am 9 years old. I am boy. I like 
soccer⚽ and baseball⚾. My birthday is March 7. I come 
from Korea.

My name is Carlotta. My nationality is German. I like being in 
a show, and in the choir. My story is about the Circus practice. 
The date when I wrote the story was 8 -12-2020. When I 
started writing the story I was 7 years old. My story is about 
when I was Madam Carlotta Circus performance. Author Interviews
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Students “ This is a book by 2A. This book has lots of stories in it. There are 16 students who wrote 
their stories. These stories are all about what happens at Nanjing International School (NIS) so you can 
know about it. This book is about 2A students, these are stories about real experiences and imaginary 
stories. The students painted a mural of their stories. Each student painted their favourite memory in 

a square.   
Turn the pages to find out what is in this book…”


